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Abstract

Terminology standardization reflects two different aspects involving the

meaning of terms and the structure of terminological resources. In this paper,

we focus on the structural aspect of standardization and we present the work

of re-modeling TriMED, a multilingual terminological database conceived to

support multi-register medical communication. In particular, we provide a

general methodology to make the termbase compliant to three of the most
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recent ISO/TC 37 standards. We focus on the definition of i) the structural

meta-model of the resource, ii) the provided data categories and its Data

Category Repository, and iii) the TBX format for its implementation.

Keywords: Term base design; Term management; FAIR Terminology; Terminology

Standardization; Medical Terminology

1 Introduction

Terminology standardization has long been acknowledged as a fundamental requirement

when working with special languages (Wüster 1971; Strehlow 1988; Sager 1998). This

process reflects two different aspects related to terminology: semantic and structural.

From a semantic perspective, the standardization of terminology entails selecting a

designation expressing a given concept (or meaning). To ensure efficient communication

in specialized contexts, there is a tendency towards linguistic uniformization. Therefore,

the notion of standardization points to an idea of “harmonization” of the meaning of terms

and related concepts (Cabré Castellv́ı 1997). The main tasks are to 1) create a shared

common consensus on the use of technical terms within a community of experts, and 2)

disambiguate their meaning to encourage monosemy: a term should have a single univo-

cal meaning (Magris et al. 2002). Unambiguous communication is encouraged whenever

concepts have the same meaning for all the participants in an interaction process, at the

national or international level. However, communication can be difficult at the interna-

tional level because concepts may not coincide and the conceptual systems differ from

language to language (Felber 1980). The standardization of the meaning of terms be-

comes particularly important in contexts where the transmission of information is “vital”.

Communication in the healthcare domain, for example, is often characterized by opaque
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lexicon that has to be disambiguated (Rouleau 2003; Castro et al. 2007). As stated in

Galinski and Nedobity 1988, the standardization of terminology is not always necessary,

sensible, or desirable in all fields of human endeavors. However, standardization becomes

indispensable when the safety of human beings depends on a specialized activity, as in the

case of medical emergency services.

Concerning the structural perspective, the standardization of terminology, considered

in this context as a collection of terminological data, reflects the standards established

to help organize and manage structured data for linguistic resources. In Stührenberg

2012, the author distinguishes between de jure standards, that is guidelines defined by

organizations that have been assigned to this task, and de facto standards which are

non-endorsed specifications by a standards body as they have achieved greater popularity

compared to similar specifications. Herein, we refer to de jure standards and, in particular,

to the terminology guidelines published by the International Organization for Standard-

ization (ISO),1 Technical Committee ISO/TC 37 working on Language and Terminology.

The latter provides a large number of standards for the “management of terminology re-

sources” (sub-committee 3) and “language resource management” (sub-committee 4). In

addition, standardization efforts are increasingly adopted in international projects such as

CLARIN (Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure),2 aiming to har-

monize formats and standards for language resources and technology. The main goal of

this terminology standardization process is to provide structural models in order to disso-

ciate the content from the structure of terminological data. Structured and standardized

terminological data can therefore be reused in different terminology management systems.

Two key concepts guide the management of standard terminologies: interoperabil-

1. https://www.iso.org/home.html

2. https://www.clarin.eu
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ity and reusability. Interoperability emerges from the structural level of terminological

resources, so that “interoperable” resources share the same structural model. Instead,

reusability appears at the terminological data level which, if standardized, can be used

in different terminological resources in conformity to such standard (see section 2 for a

literature review).

Such aspects are significant not only for proper implementation of a terminological

resource, but also in a broader sense of ‘Open Science’, where both key concepts of “in-

teroperability” and “reusability” are two fundamental keystones of the FAIR (Findability,

Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability) principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016) within

the European Open Science Cloud (ESOC).3 These guidelines underline the need for “data

curation” as a good practice to optimize the organization and sharing of research data

(Palmer et al. 2013; Corti et al. 2019).

1.1 Our contribution

Within the context of a FAIR terminology management, our work focuses on the structural

standardization of an existing multilingual database named TriMED (Vezzani, Di Nunzio,

and Henrot 2018). This database, conceived specifically to support multi-register medical

communication, addresses some of the problems that may arise from the complexity of

medical terminology, such as the transmission and comprehension of medical information.

Due to the dualism between semantic and structural standardization, this paper only

treats the second structural aspect. It describes a general methodology to implement a

FAIR terminological resource, so that stored terminological data are capable of responding

to such principles. To our knowledge, the TriMED resource is the first implementation

of the FAIR principles to terminological data. The resource is designed to comply with

3. https://www.eosc-portal.eu
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three current ISO standards for the implementation and management of terminological

resources. In particular, we present the:

1. standardization of the structure of TriMED based on the Terminological Markup

Framework (TMF) meta-model (ISO-16642 2017a);

2. description of its Data Categories Specifications through the implementation of the

TriMED Data Category Repository (ISO-12620 2019);

3. implementation of the resource in the TermBase eXchange (TBX) format (ISO-

30042 2019);

4. Web application to access the data stored in the Termbase.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the

initiatives of both semantic (2.1) and structural standardization (2.2) assuming medical

terminology as our working domain. In this wide panorama, we will also provide a de-

scription of the terminological variation management initiatives (2.3). In Section 3, we

describe the application of the above-mentioned current standards to the TriMED resource

by focusing on the 1) structural meta-model 3.1, 2) data categories 3.2, and 3) TBX im-

plementation 3.3. In Section 4, we present our Web Application and the description of

the data collection visible to users accessing the TriMED Web application (4.4). Finally,

in Section 5, we present our conclusions and describe our future work.

2 Related Works

As stated in the introduction, the standardization of terminology reflects both on the

content of the information and on the structure of the resources. We therefore make a
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distinction between semantic and structural standardization. By “semantic standardiza-

tion” we mean all the initiatives carried out to standardize the designation expressing

concepts that convey technical meaning and to create a common shared consensus on

the use of terms. Instead, by “structural standardization” we mean all the activities

aiming to standardize the structure of terminological resources. The literature review

proposed in the following sub-sections focuses mostly on our field of work - the medical

domain. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the initiatives and general methodologies

for the structural standardization of terminological resources described in Section 2.2 are

domain-independent.

Finally, this overview aims to provide a comprehensive panorama of the available ter-

minological resources for the medical domain. Although partially or indirectly related

to the structural standardization issue, we present the initiatives related to the manage-

ment of terminological variation as another important aspect when dealing with special

languages and the implementation of terminological resources.

2.1 Semantic Standardization Initiatives

Semantic standardization of scientific terminology, as a language for special purposes

(LSP), has a long-standing tradition that dates back to Linné’s system of scientific nomen-

clature (Galinski and Nedobity 1988). Behind this effort stems the need to guarantee

univocity and unambiguity of technical terms in order to optimize communication, in

particular, among experts working in their specialized sub-domains. To this purpose,

nomenclatures, vocabularies, terminologies and codes have been developed to enable ef-

fective communication among medical experts and to facilitate recording patient data (De

Quirós, Otero, and Luna 2018; Wermuth and Verplaetse 2019).

In the field of anatomy, for example, the process of semantic standardization goes back
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to 1895, when the first Latin anatomical nomenclature was published as Basiliensia Nom-

ina Anatomica. Seven revisions ensued (Jenaiensia Nomina Anatomica 1935, Parisien-

sia Nomina Anatomica 1955, Nomina Anatomica 2nd to 6th edition 1960–1989). The

last revision, Terminologia Anatomica, (TA) compiled by the Federative Committee on

Anatomical Terminology and approved by the International Federation of Associations of

Anatomists, was published in 1998 (Kachlik et al. 2008). The work contains international

reference standard nomenclature in the field of human anatomy, collecting terminological

indications on approximately 7,500 macroscopic human anatomical structures. Pathology

is another medical branch involving the study and diagnosis of diseases which has been

subject to standardization. In this context, the International Classification of Diseases

(ICD)4 is the international standard diagnostic tool used in epidemiology, health manage-

ment and for clinical purposes. Such tool is managed by the World Health Organization

(WHO) which is the directing and coordinating authority for health within the United

Nations System. The latest ICD-115 version was released on 18 June 2018 to allow Mem-

ber States to prepare for its implementation, including the translation of ICD into their

national languages. ICD-11 was submitted to the 144th Executive Board Meeting in Jan-

uary 2019, to the Seventy-second World Health Assembly in May 2019. Once endorsed,

Member States will start reporting using ICD-11 on 1 January 2022. Another resource

to standardize detailed clinical information is the Systematized Nomenclature of Human

and Veterinary Medicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT),6 considered as the most com-

prehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology in the world (Benson 2012). This

tool serves the following purporses: i) to enable more accurate documentation of patient

care, ii) to enhance the reporting and analysis of medical outcomes and iii) to facilitate

4. https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/

5. https://icd.who.int/en/

6. http://www.snomed.org
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semantic interoperability by capturing clinical data in a standardized, unambiguous and

granular manner (Bowman 2005; Lee et al. 2013). Moreover, the Medical Subject Head-

ings (MeSH) Thesaurus7 is configured as the most widely used resource for the indexing

and retrieval of the biomedical literature task. When firstly introduced in 1960, Frank B.

Rogers, the director of the National Library of Medicine, acknowledged this to be “the

adoption of standard topical subheadings for cataloging books, as well as for indexing peri-

odical articles” (Lipscomb 2000). This controlled vocabulary contains standardized terms

used to search for topics in articles indexed in MEDLINE8 and NLM’S PubMed.9 Finally,

in 1986, the National Library of Medicine launched a long-term research and development

project to build the Unified Medical Language System10 (UMLS) (Lindberg, Humphreys,

and McCray 1993). The compendium gathers a large number of health and biomedical

vocabularies and standards (Association et al. 2015) conceived, in particular, to enhance

semantic interoperability and linguistic uniformity (Ingenerf, Reiner, and Seik 2001).

To conclude, whether it is thesaurus, terminologies, nomenclatures or classification

systems, such medical resources have been implemented and are now being used in order

to avoid semantic ambiguities in the medical context and to encourage a proper inter- and

intra-linguistic transmission of medical information.

2.2 Structural Standardization Initiatives

The structural standardization of domain-specific terminological resources is conceived as

a collection of de jure standards developed by the International Organization for Stan-

dardization (ISO),11 concerning specifications on their correct design and implementation.

7. https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/search

8. https://www.medline.com

9. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

10. http://bit.ly/2IWDfuQ

11. https://www.iso.org/home.html
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This notion is strictly related to the FAIR principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016) of the Eu-

ropean Open Science Cloud (ESOC)12 designed to promote the “FAIRness” (Findability,

Accessibility, Interoperability and Reusability) of research data. Published in 2016, these

guidelines refer to scholarly output, including data, metadata and workflows surrounding

them. The aim is to address the lack of widely-shared, clearly stated, and broadly appli-

cable best-practices on the publication of data generated by scientific research (Da Silva

Santos et al. 2016).

For the medical domain, in particular, the international standard (ISO-171171 2018),

developed by the Technical Committee 215, working on Health informatics, defines univer-

sal and specialized characteristics of health terminological resources. It only refers to tools

designed primarily for clinical concept representation. The structural standardization of

these medical resources espouses the onomasiological approach of the General Theory of

Terminology that dates back to Wüster 1979: the resources should have a conceptual

orientation, thus be configured as ontologies, that is collections of clinical concepts and

corresponding medical terms which designate their meaning.

This kind of structural representation is also shared and spread by ISO-16642 2017a

developed by the ISO TC/37 sub-committee 3 working on “Management of Terminology

Resources”. The standard defines the Terminological Markup Framework (TMF) meta-

model: the basic idea is that a terminological resource collects a set of terminological

entries, each referring exclusively to a single concept. Concepts can be represented in

multiple languages through terms designating the meaning of the concepts themselves.

The main goal of such abstract structural model is to encourage interoperability, so that

“interoperable” resources should share the same structural model. The current version

of the standard dates back to 2017, and is a second edition following the previous one

12. https://www.eosc-portal.eu
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published in 2003 (for the historical development of the standard see Romary 2001b;

Romary et al. 2006).

In the management of a FAIR terminology, even the concept of reusability of termi-

nological data becomes important in the structural standardization process. Reusability

implies that the terminological data should have a standard format to be interchanged

(imported or exported) among different terminological resources that support the format.

Several authors highlight the need for exchange of terminological data, and describe more

or less obsolete formats, such as: the Electronic Terminology Interchange Format (ETIF)

(Melby 1995), the Machine Readable Terminology Interchange Format (MARTIF) (Melby,

Schmitz, and Wright 2001), and the TermBase Exchange (TBX) format (Schmitz 2012;

Melby 2015).13

Except for the ISO-171171 2018, the application of such standards to favor interoper-

ability and reusability is domain-independent. With reference to the scientific domain, two

important initiatives of structural standardization are worth mentioning: TermSciences

and Meriterm. The TermSciences14 initiative deals with the construction of a multi-

purpose and multi-lingual terminological database using a variety of source vocabularies

compiled by major French research institutions and which were initially intended to be

used for indexing and cataloguing scientific literature (Khayari et al. 2006). This was the

first public initiative to implement the Terminological Markup Framework meta-model for

the interchange of computerized lexical data. The authors refer to the previous version

of the ISO 16642 on Computer Applications in Terminology published in 2003, which

proved suited for concept modeling since it allowed to organize the original resources by

13. Regarding the TBX format, the authors refer to the first 2008 edition. In the following section

(in particular sec 3.3) we refer to the latest 2019 version.

14. http://www.termsciences.fr
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concepts and to associate the different terms for a given concept. The same onomasio-

logical approach has been used to develop the Medical Enduser and Reference Interface

Terminology15 (MERITERM), a project by Roumier et al. 2011. The group proposes a

Medical Interface Terminology linked to large existing linguistic resources and to a broad

array of international medical classifications according to terminology standards (the TMF

meta-model) and Linked Data Principles (Warnier et al. 2012; Cardillo et al. 2013).

2.3 Terminological Variation Management Initiatives

Despite the numerous initiatives for semantic standardization of terminology in the medical

domain, it is important to note that such efforts inevitably collide with the natural phe-

nomenon of terminological variation. In fact, many studies focus on different aspects and

types of term variation that frequently occur in medical language such as, among others:

“reversible” variants (Bowker and Hawkins 2006); synonyms, inflectional and derivational

variants (Llanos et al. 2016); lexical variants (Delavigne 2017). One of the most important

phenomena in terminological variation that occurs in the medical domain is register vari-

ation, or diastratic variation (Coseriu 1969). Based on the typology proposal by Freixa

2006, this phenomenon is attributable to functional causes when the level of language

specialization among interlocutors has to be adapted (see for example Picton and Dury

2017).

In this context, numerous resources have been specifically implemented to manage the

terminological variation in the medical domain and, in particular, to bridge the register

differences occurring in the doctor-patient dialogue (Jucks and Bromme 2007; Deuster

et al. 2008; Castro et al. 2007). These resources are conceived for non-experts to facilitate

the communication and the transmission of information in the healthcare domain. The

15. https://www.meriterm.org
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aim is to improve understanding of medical terms rather than standardize their meaning.

For example, the Consumer Health Vocabulary Initiative (Zeng and Tse 2006) has led to

the development of a useful resource 16 for the English language that allows the translation

of technical terms into a consumer-friendly language. In parallel, the initiative of Cardillo,

Serafini, and Tamilin 2009 has led to the development of the Italian Consumer-oriented

Medical Vocabulary,17 that shows the different ways patients and healthcare consumers

in general express and think about health topics. In this context, the Spanish Ministry of

Economy and Competitiveness funded another project which has also led to the develop-

ment of the terminological database VariMed.18 This resource focuses on terminological

variation in the medical field, providing pragmatic information to facilitate communica-

tion between healthcare professionals and patients (Sánchez and Velasco 2013). Another

project for patient consultation is CureHunter Discovery Engine,19 a fully unified and inte-

grated numeric index of all known drugs, biologically active agents, diseases and empirical

statements on all effective clinical outcomes published in the United States National Li-

brary of Medicine.20 The database is designed to focus on definition, variation and on

treatments - diseases relation. It also provides easy-to-read documents for each disease.

From a multilingual viewpoint, several initiatives have been carried out at the Euro-

pean level. The European Commission (DG III) published the Multilingual Glossary of

Popular and Technical Medical Terms.21 The project was implemented by the Department

of Applied Linguistics of the Heymans Institute of Pharmacology and Mercator School in

1995-2000. The resource groups together nine glossaries, in nine official languages of the

16. http://bit.ly/2L3tSw4

17. http://bit.ly/2L31Fpp

18. http://varimed.ugr.es

19. http://www.curehunter.com

20. https://www.nlm.nih.gov

21. http://bit.ly/2UEMxxK
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European Union, of 1830 scientific and popular medical terms about medicinal product

package inserts. In 2018, the Terminology Coordination Unit (TermCoord) of the Eu-

ropean Parliament in collaboration with the Paris-Diderot University, the University of

Granada and the University of Padua, engaged in the YourTerm MED22 project consisting

in the realization of a structured linguistic database based on the cognitive structure of the

Frame-Based Terminology (Faber 2015). This multilingual tool is designed to facilitate

communication between healthcare professionals on mission and their patients. In particu-

lar, it strives to meet the actual terminological needs of Médecins sans Frontières/Doctors

Without Borders (MSF) during their international missions. Physicians can therefore

consult a multilingual resource on site and take care of patients.

Without claim to completeness, the above-mentioned initiatives do not aim at the se-

mantic or structural standardization of terminology, but rather at completing the panorama

of currently available resources designed to manage terminological variation within the

medical domain.

3 TriMED Standardization

In this wide landscape collecting medical resources carried out by medical authorities for

terminological standardization and linguistic resources for terminological variation, we

introduce the work of remodeling an existing multilingual termbase for the medical do-

main named TriMED (Vezzani, Di Nunzio, and Henrot 2018). In particular, we focus on

the structural standardization of the resource to fulfill the international needs expressed

by the FAIR principles (described in Section 2.2) of the European Open Science Cloud

(ESOC).23 The rationale behind this work of terminological data curation is to provide

22. http://bit.ly/2VqClO0

23. https://www.eosc-portal.eu
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findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable data (Wilkinson et al. 2016) to provide a

multi-purpose and accurately implemented terminological infrastructure for the medical

domain. To our knowledge, this is the first application that explicitly addresses the prob-

lem of the FAIR principles to terminological data. As stated in section 2.2, TermSciences

and MERITERM projects are the only two initiatives that have implemented rigorous

application of international standards. However, these projects refer to the previous ver-

sion of the TMF structural meta-model published in 2003. In this context, the innovative

contribution introduced herein through the notion of “FAIR terminology” consists in the

application of all of the latest terminology management standards to guarantee, unlike

other resources that are not structured according to international guidelines, an optimal

and efficient (re)use of the terminological data provided.

Before describing our structural standardization pipeline, we introduce the TriMED

resource, conceived to tackle different problems related to the complexity of medical lan-

guage, such as diastratic variation and specialized translation, as mentioned in section

2.3. In particular, the project’s main goal is to support multi-register communication in

the medical domain. Its originality lies in taking into account different user profiles in

order to meet different information needs through a single access point. TriMED collects

structured terminological records and provides a wide range of linguistic information based

upon the user identification in three languages: Italian, English and French. The resource

was designed in order to:

1. Help patients (or, in general, non-experts) to understand opaque technical terms

providing their equivalent expressed in a more familiar register;

2. Support scientific translators both in the “decoding” (understanding) and “transcod-

ing” (translating) health information (Jammal 1999) from a source language into a
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target language;

3. Create a unique access point for healthcare professionals by integrating standard

medical terminologies, ontologies and classification systems.

A terminological record is a tool to record, in a structured set of fields, the termino-

logical data for a specialized concept (Pavel and Nolet 2001). A terminological resource

is commonly organized around a collection of terminological records gathering relevant

information about technical terms. The choice of which data related to a term are to be

shown to the user depends on the purpose of the resource. As stated in Pitar et al. 2011,

to represent the specificity of a particular area of knowledge, the model of terminological

record should be adapted to each work domain. In general, current initiatives in database

design highlight a strong propensity to record multiple information on terms. For exam-

ple, the ARTES database24 is a multi-domain multilingual resource, whose model of record

provides a wide variety of information in order to support the writing and translation tasks

when working with languages for specific purposes (Pecman 2018). Another example of

database that collects multiple information on terms is provided by the EcoLexicon re-

source,25 devoted specifically to the environment domain (León-Araúz, Reimerink, and

Faber 2019).

In this context, our project is in line with general tendencies to meet the multi-register

and multilingual purposes. The model of terminological record provided in TriMED con-

siders a wide range of data categories to respond to three different users needs (see Section

3.2 for the list of the TriMED data categories, and Section 4 for the presentation of the

user interaction with the Web application). The terminological records in TriMED are

structured internally in the application as tibbles (‘modern’ tables in the R programming

24. https://artes.app.univ-paris-diderot.fr/artes-symfony/web/app.php/fr

25. http://ecolexicon.ugr.es
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language (Müller and Wickham 2019)) where each row contains the information about a

term and each column a linguistic feature of that term. Therefore, one of the objectives

of this work is to design a general methodology, described in the following sections, to re-

model a plain table-based terminological dataset into a new data model that complies with

the three ISO standards. This structural standardization has the advantage to guarantee:

1) interoperability between resources providing a structural meta-model in conformity with

other Terminological Markup Languages (TML) compliant to the ISO-16642 2017b and

2) reusability of the TriMED terminological data structured according the standard for-

mat Term Base Exchange (TBX) (ISO-30042 2019) which can be exchanged (exported or

imported) in several terminology management systems and computer assisted translation

tools.26

3.1 Structural Meta-Model

To represent the TriMED database structure, we have referred to the ISO standard 16642

about Terminological Markup Framework (TMF) meta-model (ISO-16642 2017b). TMF is

an international standard that provides a framework for the representation of Terminologi-

cal Data Collections (TDCs), such as multilingual terminological databases, in eXstensible

Markup Language (XML). The TMF standard is based on two levels of abstraction. The

first and most abstract level concerns a description of the meta-model that supports analy-

sis, design and exchanges at a very general level. The meta-model is therefore independent

from any specific implementation or software. At the second abstract level, the data model

considers data categories that may be associated within meta-model levels and which are

specific to each TDCs (see sub-section 3.2). This standard therefore does not represent a

particular format, but rather a meta-model based on the traditional concept-oriented view

26. https://www.tbxinfo.net/tbx-support/
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of a terminological entry dating back to Wüster’s early works (Picht and Schmitz 2001):

a concept is described in n languages and is designated by m terms for each language.

In particular, the structure of the meta-model is configured as follows:

• A Terminological Data Collection (TDC) contains any number of Terminological

Entries (TEs).

• Each TE refers to a single concept that can therefore be represented in n languages

in the Language Sections (LSs).

• For each language, there are m Term Sections (TSs) containing the terms that, in

that particular language, describe the concept and all the related features.

• Each TS can contain any number of Term Component Section (TCS) providing

information about parts of a term such as morphemes, phonemes, syllables, or single

words from a multiword term.

As shown in Figure 1, this standard proposes adopting the hub and spoke model (Van

Campenhoudt 2017) and distinguishes the hierarchical levels (Romary 2001a) to which

different data categories can be associated: 1) “conceptual” data common to all languages;

2) language-specific data; 3) term-specific data.

In TriMED, a single concept, which is exclusive for a terminological entry and defined

by its identifier, can be expressed by n languages. Language sections have their own

identifier and include the definition expressing the related concept, as well as the language

code defined by the ISO standard 639.27 Thereafter, for each language, all the terms (TSs)

expressing such concept are associated with their related terminological data (not shown

in Figure 1 for space reasons). Finally, in case of a multi-word term, the properties of

parts of the term are grouped in the TCS. Given the traditional concept-oriented approach

27. https://www.iso.org/iso-639-language-codes.html
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Terminological 
Entry

ConceptID

has(1, n) (1, 1)

Language 
Section

contains (1, n)(1, 1)

Term 
Section

TermID

Entry

has(0, n) (1, 1)
Term 

Component 
Section

LanguageID

SectionID
Definition

Component

SectionID
Value

Figure 1: The Entity Relationship (ER) schema of the TMF meta-model

of the proposed terminological meta-model, one could claim how it is possible to manage

the natural phenomenon of terminological variation in this kind of representation. In the

following sections, we highlight how the structural model proposed can also combine the

needs of terminological representation that come from more recent register and corpus-

based approaches to terminology (Temmerman 2000; Cabré Castellv́ı 2003; L’Homme

2004).

3.2 Data Categories

The four main nodes of the meta-model can be accompanied by a large number of data

categories depending on the purpose of the resource. A data category is a class of infor-

mation that forms part of a data collection or annotation scheme for a given language

resource (for example, /definition/, /part of speech/28 etc.) (ISO-12620 2019).

As described at the beginning of this section, the TriMED resource provides a wide

range of information to satisfy the information needs of i) patients, ii) translators, and iii)

28. For compliance with the standard the data categories are presented between slashes.
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healthcare professionals. In Table 1 we illustrate a list of the data categories provided in

the record model for the three working languages. Additional administrative information,

specifically related to the record, is also given, in particular: transaction type (origination,

modification), responsibility, date, user suggestion and notes. The choice of data categories

and information to be shown to the user were guided by the desire to provide a resource

that can 1) help patients understand medical information correctly, considering the aspect

of diastratic terminological variation, 2) support the translator in the specialized transla-

tion process providing a framework on the syntactic, semantic and phraseological behavior

of the source and target term, and 3) provide healthcare professionals with a single ac-

cess point to conusult other terminologies, nomenclatures or international classification

codes generally used by experts (Section 4 illustrates a detailed description of which data

categories are visible to each user).

To frame all the data categories associated to a term and the concept it designates,

we refer to the ISO standard 12620 on Data Category Specifications (ISO-12620 2019).

This international standard classifies all the data categories that can be associated to

the TMF meta-model levels that include: 1) the “conceptual” data common to all lan-

guages; 2) the language-specific data; 3) the term-specific data. For their description

and implementation, the standard refers to a Data Category Repository named DatCat-

Info.29 This resource replaces the previous ISOcat Repository conceived, in particular,

to describe language resource metadata and support interoperability and reusability of

terminological data (Kemps-Snijders et al. 2008; Broeder, Schuurman, and Windhouwer

2014; Windhouwer and Schuurman 2014). The new DatCatInfo repository collects a list of

all the data categories available for terminology and data category specifications, being a

complete and formal representation of the data categories (for example, name, definition,

29. http://www.datcatinfo.net/
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Table 1: TriMED Data Categories

Field Terminological Data

Morphology part of speech, grammatical gender, grammatical number, derivative forms

Phonetics IPA transcription

Etymology derivation, composition

Variation orthographic variant, abbreviation, full form, acronym

Semantics definition, semic analysis, synonym, hyponym, hypernym

Phraseology phraseological unit, collocation

Pragmatics context of use

Register common name, scientific name, international classification codes

Domain subject field, subdomain

References source (URLs)

examples, comments, etc.).

3.2.1 TriMED Data Category Repository

The novelty of this standard consists in the possibility for all implementers to create

their own specific Data Category Repository (DCR) for a particular resource. In this

way, defining a clear framework to specify, manage, and use data categories improves the

interoperability of terminology resources. To this end, we have designed the TriMED

Data Category Repository which gathers all the data category specifications, that is the

description of all the terminological data we provide in our model of terminological record.

The Web application was implemented using the Shiny R package (Chang 2015) and it

is available online.30 To our knowledge, this is the first DCR implemented according to

30. http://purl.org/trimed/dcr
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Figure 2: TriMED Data Category Repository

this standard, and it collects 42 data category specifications. As shown in Figure 2, the

information provided for each data category are:

• A unique and persistent identifier (PID), that is a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)

that provides direct web access to the data category specification in the online

repository.

• A unique and stable mnemonic identifier of the data category which should not in-

clude spaces in-between words, because it is used in encoding environments as an

element or attribute value. In the example provided, this identifier is ‘grammatical-

Number’.

• The TBX Data Category Module to which the category refers (see Section 3.3).
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• The level of the TMF meta-model (concept, language and term) to which the present

data category is associated in our resource. The example illustrates the category

/grammatical number/ associated to the term section.

• The content typology of the data category, that is, the types of information that

the data category allows for its implementation, such as a pick list or a text string.

• A set of enumerated values that the data category can have if implemented as a pick

list. The example shows admissible values for the /grammatical number/ which are

single, plural, dual, mass or other number.

• A clear definition of the concept of the data category. For /grammatical number/

data category, this information corresponds to the following description: the gram-

matical distinction that indicates the number of objects referred to by the term or

word.

• Further explanations and notes about data category.

• Some examples of use of data category, such as singular or plural.

• The translation of the canonical name of the data category into the other working

languages of the resource. In the example provided nombre grammatical for French

and numero for Italian.

It is worth noting that, to ensure traceability, in our DCR the information provided

for the PID of the data category refers to the corresponding URI on DatCatInfo, for cate-

gories that have already been documented in the repository, as suggested by the standard.

For example, the PID of the data category /grammatical number/ is the same provided

in DatCatInfo, that is http://www.datcatinfo.net/datcat/DC-251. There are also a re-

stricted number of data categories which are exclusive to our resource and therefore not
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illustrated in DatCatInfo. These terminological data categories include: 1) semic analysis,

2) hypernym, 3) hyponym, 4) subdomain, 5) ICPC2 code, 6) ICD10 code, 7) SNOMED

CT term, 8) MeSh term and 9) conceptual sphere. For these categories, we provide a PID

that corresponds to the URI of the related page in our TriMED DCR. For example, in

the case of semic analysis, that is the decomposition of the meaning of technical terms

(lexematic or morphological unity) into minimal units of meaning (Rastier 2009), the PID

provided is: http://purl.org/trimed/dcr/dc/dc-1

The creation of our own data category repository enables us to disambiguate the

meaning of some categories of data. By consulting the resource, users can find all the

necessary information to understand the provided data. The TriMED DCR embodies

guidelines to correctly compile the terminological records in terms of data “consistency”.

In particular, by consistency we mean rigorous naming of data categories represented

within the resource (Wright 2001): the set of values of each data category is defined by

the DCR itself. The category /grammatical number/ has therefore a single identifier, that

is the machine readable string of characters ‘grammaticalNumber’ for which the system

does not accept any other variant. Finally, as suggested by the standard, the user can

export the information provided in the DCR both in CSV and XML formats.

3.3 TBX Implementation

After defining the structural meta-model of the terminological data collection and our data

categories, we describe in this section the implementation format chosen for the TriMED

resource. For its representation, we have referred to the ISO standard 30042 dealing with

TermBase eXchange (TBX) format (ISO-30042 2019). This document defines the TBX

framework, expressed in XML markup language, used in analysis, descriptive representa-
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tion and dissemination of structured terminological data. Moreover, the TBXinfo.net 31

website provides many examples which may prove useful to those who wish to structure

their data in TBX format. The main purpose of the TBX framework is to ensure that

lexical data can be used in different software. For istance, in the translation process with

CAT tools it is the most commonly used format for terminology management systems

(Bowker and Fisher 2010).

The structure of the TBX format is structured in two interacting components: 1) a

basic structure that reflects the TMF meta-model (see section 3.1); and 2) a formalism

aiming to define modules with a list of data categories. There are two XML styles that

can be used to represent terminology data: Data Category as Attribute (DCA) and Data

Category as Tag (DCT).32 The combination of these two components defines a particular

“dialect”, that is, an XML markup language conforming to TBX. Dialects may differ in

terms of permitted data categories and meta-model levels where such categories may be en-

tered. On the TBXinfo.net website, three public dialects are described and recommended

for the exchange of terminology: 1) TBX-Core, 2) TBX-Min, 3) TBX-Basic.33 These

dialects provide a restricted set of data categories. The standard therefore allows the cre-

ation of “private dialects” for anyone wishing to represent terminological data categories

that are not included in the previously stated modules.

31. https://www.tbxinfo.net

32. The value of the data category is given by the content of the XML element and the two styles

are isomorphic: that is, they can be converted in both directions by an algorithm without loss of

information. For more information, see section 6 of the ISO standard or https://www.tbxinfo.

net/dca-v-dct/

33. https://www.tbxinfo.net/tbx-dialects/
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3.3.1 TBX-TriMED dialect

Considering the TriMED data categories, we therefore decided to create a new dialect.

For already documented data categories, the standard specifies that public modules must

be referred to, while for the other categories, a new specific module must be created. The

TriMED dialect therefore includes the following modules:

• Core which contains the following data category: /term/, /date/ and /note/.

• Min which contains (among others) the following data category: /part of speech/and

/subject field/.

• Basic which contains (among others) the following data category: /context/, /defi-

nition/, /cross reference/, /grammatical gender/, /source/, /responsibility/, /trans-

action type/ and /external cross reference/.

• Trimed which contains the following data category: /superordinate concept/, /sub-

ordinate concept/, /subdomain/, /concept identifier/, /language identifier/, /iden-

tifier/, /grammatical number/, /derivative/, /pronunciation/, /etymology/, /ortho-

graphic variant/, /abbreviation/, /full form/, /acronym/, /semic analysis/, /syn-

onym/, /hyponym/, /hypernym/, /phraseological unit/, /collocation/, /register/,

/common name/, /scientific name/, /ICPC2 code/, /ICD10 code/, /SNOMED CT

term/, /MeSh term/, /concept relation/ and /conceptual sphere/.

To comply with the standard, the formal definition of the Trimed module was written in

prose using the TBX Module Description (TBXMD) formalism. In Figure 3, we provide a

partial list of the data categories contained in our module with all the relevant information

following international standards which include: the identifier, PID, classification, value
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Figure 3: TBX Module Description of TriMED

and TMF level.34

Once the components of the TBX-TriMED dialect and the data categories for each

module were defined, we provide an instance excerpt of our dialect in the appendix of

this article. In the root element <tbx>, the following information are specified: 1) the

TBX-Core,35 TBX-Min, TBX-Basic and TBX-TriMED namespaces; 2) the value of the

type attribute, that is the name of the TBX dialect; 3) the style of the instance, that

is the DCT format; and 4) the working language (xml: lang) of the document. This

last attribute should not be confused with the <langSec> element: the definition of the

working language in the root element of the document indicates the language in which the

34. The TriMED dialect is currently under review. A partial dialect definition package is available

at: https://github.com/trimed-dialect-2020/TriMED

35. That is urn:iso:std:iso:30042:ed-2 which has to be used as the default namespace for TBX

document instances of all dialects.
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TBX file is written (for example the tags). Whereas, the <langSec> specifies the language

described in that specific section of the TBX file (for example the tag content).

The instance illustrates how the TriMED terminological data are organized. It adopts

the TMF hierarchical meta-model in the following order: i) <conceptEntry>, ii) <langSec>,

and iii) <termSec> are defined. At the concept level, represented by its identifier (id=A2),

the data categories provided are: /conceptual sphere/, /cross reference/, /concept rela-

tion/, /transaction/, /responsibility/, /date/, /note/, /superordinate concept/, /subor-

dinate concept/,/subject field/ and /subdomain/. The same concept is then expressed

in three language sections, each containing the terms designating the concept in English,

French and Italian. At the language level, we provide the information about the /defini-

tion/, /external cross reference/, /source/, /note/ and /semic analysis/ of the concept.

Each <langSec> contains a <termSec> with the term designating the concept and other

data categories, such as /part of speech/, /grammatical gender/ and /derivative forms/

etc. For each data category of the TBX instance, the corresponding module is specified

in the XML language.

3.3.2 Element position

Finally, the standard sets the position constraints of the data categories for each level of

the TMF meta-model. In general, more generic data categories have a certain degree of

freedom in terms of positioning. For example, the /definition/ can be placed both at the

concept and at the language level, while the descriptive information on the /grammatical

number/ of the term must only be placed at the term section level. In Figure 4, we show

the TriMED data categories assigned for each TMF hierarchical level (concept, language

and term) and the TBX modules to which the categories belong to (core, min, basic

and trimed). Categories were positioned following standard indications, where constraint
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Figure 4: Element Position in TriMED

levels are explicit. For those categories without restrictions we deliberately decided their

positioning level. For example, we assigned the /definition/ data category at the language

level, and not at the concept level as in the TermScience resource (Khayari et al. 2006).

This avoids assigning a linguistic identity to a concept whose meaning should be equivalent

for all the languages analyzed in the terminology entry. Had the definition been placed

at the concept level, an arbitrary language would have to be chosen for its representation.

Instead, by placing the definition at the language level, it can be expressed in each of the

object languages of the resource (English, Italian and French). In this way, the concept

(and consequently the meaning of a term) remains a super partes entity unrelated to any

linguistic connotation. Finally, such decision makes it possible to insert, in the level below

the language section, all the terms (one per term section) that correspond exactly to that

definition. In this way, a concept can be expressed in a language that uses equivalent

terms conveying the same meaning.
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4 Web Application

The TriMED Web application was implemented using the source code provided by Vezzani,

Di Nunzio, and Henrot 2018 with the Shiny R package (Chang 2015), available online.36

From the homepage, users can select one of the three consultation categories (patient,

physician and translator) and then access the three interfaces which provide different

subset of linguistic information depending on user identification.

4.1 Patient

To manage the diastratic variation within expert to non-expert dialogues and to facilitate

the comprehension of medical information, patients can look up a scientific term and then

consult the corresponding common name and its definition, if available. For example, in

French the scientific term rougeole (measles) is commonly referred to as première maladie.

A patient looking for information on a popular term starts the research by selecting a

language (English, French, or Italian) and then typing the term in the search box (Fig. 5).

The system automatically filters words, character by character, and shows the possible

alternatives in the box. After careful analysis, we decided to display both the popular

and the technical term during the search to give users immediate feedback. When the

user selects the term, the definition and the information on terminological variation are

displayed on the page.37

4.2 Physician

As we mentioned above, interoperability of resources is a fundamental requirement when

adopting a FAIR approach to terminology. In this context, one of TriMED’s most ambi-

36. http://purl.org/TriMED

37. The direct link to the patient interface is the following: http://purl.org/TriMED/patient
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Figure 5: Patient interface

tious goals is to provide a system that collects medical information from multiple sources,

through a single access point. Hence, when consulting the TriMED database, physicians

can look up a technical term in one of the three working languages. They can therefore

access standard medical terminologies, ontologies and classification systems, such as MeSH

terms and SNOMED CT concepts.

In (Fig. 6) we show the physician’s interface. First, the user can select the working

language and then, as in the case of the patient interface, s/he can enter the term in the

search box: the system will automatically filter words and characters showing the user

possible options. The system will automatically come up with the link to other external

resources and provide direct access to the same term and/or combination of terms that

are correlated to the main search. In the example provided in (Fig. 6), the expert looking

for the term “Symptom” will have direct access to other related medical information such

as “Symptom Assessment”, “Symptom Cluster” or “Symptom Evaluation” provided by

the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) controlled vocabulary.38

38. The direct link to the physician interface is the following: http://purl.org/TriMED/

physician
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Figure 6: Physician interface

4.3 Translator

Many studies have focused on the complexity of medical translation from different per-

spectives (see, among others: Jammal 1999; Rouleau 2003; Karwacka 2014; Peters, Qian,

and Ding 2018; Alarcón-Nav́ıo, López-Rodŕıguez, and Tercedor-Sánchez 2016; Nisbeth

Brøgger 2017). With the TriMED database, we strive to provide a useful tool help

technical-scientific translators in their specialized translation activity. The record model

for the translator consultation embodies 42 different data categories for both the source

and target terms offering a complete framework on syntactic, semantic and phraseological

behaviour of terms. As shown in Fig. 7, the record is organized into six information panels

providing different data categories:

1. Formal features: /part of speech/, /grammatical gender/, /grammatical number/,

/pronunciation/, /etymology/ and /derivative forms/;

2. Semantics: /definition/, /external cross reference/, /source/, /note/ and /semic

analysis/;

3. Variation: /orthographic variant/, /acronym/, /full form/, /abbreviation/, /syn-
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onym/, /hypernym/, /hyponym/, /cross reference/, /common name/ and /scientific

name/;

4. Usage: /context/, /cross reference/, /source/, /collocation/, /phraseological unit/

and /register/;

5. Administrative information about the concept: /concept ID/, /date/, /note/, /re-

sponsibility/, /transaction/, /conceptual sphere/, /domain/, /subdomain/, /con-

cept relation/, /cross reference/, /superordinate concept/ and /subordinate con-

cept/;

6. Administrative information about the term: /term ID/, /transaction/, /responsi-

bility/, /date/, /note/.

The user can access all linguistic features of the multilingual version of every record in

TriMED. For example, by examining the terms shown in Fig. 7, that is rougeole for

French and morbillo for Italian, the translator can consult, in the “Usage” panel, all the

collocations (i.e. preferential and frequent co-occurrences) for these two terms: attraper la

rougeole, être atteint de rougeole and prendere il morbillo, contrarre il morbillo. Moreover,

the translator can download the standard TBX format of the record, compatible with any

Computer Assisted Translation software that supports the standard. The left sidebar of

the interface enables the translator to select one of three visualization options: Search,

XML, and Download. The translator must first choose at least one source language in the

Search visualization to activate the search box. After selecting a term, the interface will

show the data categories grouped into six panels. If the user selects a target language,

the XML and the Download visualization areas will display 1) the TBX version of the
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Figure 7: Translator interface

multilingual record and 2) a Download button to download the TBX record.39

4.4 Dataset

Currently, the database collects a total of 789 multilingual terminological records. Record

compilation work has been running since 2018 and, at present, the following number of

completed standardized records is available per language: 388 for English, 160 for French

and 241 for Italian. Each terminological record has been compiled thanks to the collabora-

tion of different student groups as part of the Master degree course in Modern Languages

for International Communication and Cooperation at the University of Padua.40 In par-

ticular, we worked on several projects aimed at the study of medical terminology for the

process of specialized translation (Vezzani and Di Nunzio 2019b) and query reformula-

tion for systematic medical reviews (Di Nunzio and Vezzani 2018; Vezzani and Di Nunzio

39. The direct link to the translator interface is the following: http://purl.org/TriMED/

translator

40. https://elearning.unipd.it/scienzeumane/course/view.php?id=4226
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2019a). We are currently working on a qualitative content revision of the records and

are collecting more terminological data in order to balance the number of records per

language.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have focused on two different aspects involving the content and the

structure of terminology in the context of terminology standardization. We have defined

1) the notion of “semantic standardization” as all the initiatives carried out in order to

standardize the meaning of technical terms and create a common shared consensus on the

use of terms; and 2) the notion of “structural standardization” as all the activities aimed at

the standardizing of the structure of language resources. The latter relates strictly to the

FAIR principles of the European Open Science Cloud (ESOC) that ensure interoperability

and reusability of terminological infrastructure.

In particular, we have presented a general methodology for structural standardization

of terminological resources according to three of the latest standards provided by the ISO

TC/37, sub-committee 3, dealing with the management of terminology resources. We have

applied this methodology on the TriMED multilingual termbase and we have focused on

1) the definition of the resource structure according to Terminological Markup Framework

(TMF) meta-model; 2) the description of its data category specifications through the

implementation of the TriMED Data Category Repository, and, to our knowledge, this

is the first DCR implementation that complies with the latest ISO standards; 3) the

implementation of the resource in the TermBase eXchange (TBX) format; and 4) the

realization of the Web application to access the data stored in the termbase. Despite the

conceptual orientation of the proposed methodology, we have showed how this structure
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can be used to represent the natural phenomena of terminological variation.

In terms of future work, we are working on the population of the TriMED database

and, for this purpose, we are collecting terminological data on the Covid-19 outbreak. In

relation to the design of our web application, we are working on a localization system

that provides access to the resource in the three working languages. We also envisage the

possibility of having external users that contribute in the compilation of the missing ter-

minological records, adding even new ones. Finally, we are reviewing the full specification

of the TriMED dialect definition package to be submitted for approval to the TBX.info

website.
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Appendix

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF−8”?>

<tbx type=”TBX−Trimed” style=”dct” xml:lang=”en” xmlns=”urn:iso:std:iso:30042:ed−2”

xmlns:min=”http://www.tbxinfo.net/ns/min” xmlns:basic=”http://www.tbxinfo.net/ns/basic”

xmlns:trimed=”https://github.com/trimed−dialect/TriMED”>

<tbxHeader>

<fileDesc>

<sourceDesc>

<p>A sample of the TriMED termbase consisting of one concept entry</p>

</sourceDesc>

</fileDesc>

</tbxHeader>

<text>

<body>

<conceptEntry>

<trimed:conceptIdentifier>A2</trimed:conceptIdentifier>

<trimed:conceptualSphere>A</trimed:conceptualSphere>

<basic:crossReference></basic:crossReference>

<trimed:conceptRelation></trimed:conceptRelation>

<basic:transaction>origination</basic:transaction>

<basic:responsibility>FV</basic:responsibility>

<date>04/04/2020</date>

<note></note>

<trimed:superordinateConcept></trimed:superordinateConcept>

<trimed:subordinateConcept></trimed:subordinateConcept>

<min:subjectField>medicine</min:subjectField>

<trimed:subDomain></trimed:subDomain>

<langSec xml:lang=”en”>

<basic:definition>The act or process of identifying or determining the nature

and cause of a disease or injury through evaluation of patient history,

examination, and review of laboratory data.</basic:definition>

<basic:externalCrossReference>https://www.thefreedictionary.com/diagnosis</basic:externalCrossReference>
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<basic:source></basic:source>

<note></note>

<trimed:semicAnalysis>/process/ /identification/ /nature/ /cause/ /disease/</trimed:semicAnalysis>

<termSec>

<term>Diagnosis</term>

<trimed:identifier>TPLT18167</trimed:identifier>

<basic:transaction>origination</basic:transaction>

<basic:responsibility>Student TPLT</basic:responsibility>

<date>2018</date>

<note></note>

<min:partOfSpeech>noun</min:partOfSpeech>

<basic:grammaticalGender></basic:grammaticalGender>

<trimed:grammaticalNumber></trimed:grammaticalNumber>

<trimed:pronunciation></trimed:pronunciation>

<trimed:etymology></trimed:etymology>

<trimed:variant>plural: diagnoses</trimed:variant>

<trimed:acronym></trimed:acronym>

<trimed:fullForm></trimed:fullForm>

<trimed:abbreviation></trimed:abbreviation>

<trimed:derivative>to diagnose, to diagnosticate,

diagnostic, diagnostically, diagnostician</trimed:derivative>

<trimed:collocation>accurate diagnosis, age of diagnosis, clinical

diagnosis, correct diagnosis,definitive diagnosis, early diagnosis, differential diagnosis,

diagnosis of, difficulty of diagnosis</trimed:collocation>

<trimed:phraseologicalUnit></trimed:phraseologicalUnit>

<trimed:synonym>analysis, examination, investigation,

conclusion, interpretation</trimed:synonym>

<trimed:hypernym></trimed:hypernym>

<trimed:hyponym></trimed:hyponym>

<basic:crossReference></basic:crossReference>
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<basic:context>Consequently, people with suspected hypertension have been

required to undergo repeated measurements of their clinic BP on repeated

clinic visits to confirm or refute the diagnosis of hypertension</basic:context>

<basic:externalCrossReference>https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ng136/

evidence/full−guideline−pdf−6898565198</basic:externalCrossReference>

<basic:source></basic:source>

<trimed:register>specialized</trimed:register>

<trimed:commonName>Diagnosis</trimed:commonName>

<trimed:scientificName>Diagnosis</trimed:scientificName>

<trimed:mesh>https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D003933</trimed:mesh>

<trimed:snomed>https://browser.ihtsdotools.org/?perspective=full&

amp;conceptId1=439401001&amp;edition=MAIN

2020−03−09&amp;release=&amp;languages=en</trimed:snomed>

<trimed:icpc2Code></trimed:icpc2Code>

<trimed:icd10Code></trimed:icd10Code>

</termSec>

</langSec>

<langSec xml:lang=”fr”>

<basic:definition>Connaissance que l’on peut avoir d’une maladie en observant

les signes de celle−ci; art du diagnostic.</basic:definition>

<basic:externalCrossReference>http://stella.atilf.fr/Dendien/scripts/tlfiv5/

advanced.exe?33;s=1437258285;</basic:externalCrossReference>

<basic:source></basic:source>

<note></note>

<trimed:semicAnalysis>/etude/maladie/symptome/medecine/</trimed:semicAnalysis>

<termSec>

<term>Diagnose</term>

<trimed:identifier>TSF18068</trimed:identifier>

<basic:transaction>Origine</basic:transaction>

<basic:responsibility>etudiants TRADFR</basic:responsibility>

<date>2018</date>
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<note></note>

<min:partOfSpeech>nom</min:partOfSpeech>

<basic:grammaticalGender>f.</basic:grammaticalGender>

<trimed:grammaticalNumber></trimed:grammaticalNumber>

<trimed:pronunciation>\djagno:z\</trimed:pronunciation>

<trimed:etymology>Empr. au gr. proprement action de discerner

spec. terme de med. diagnose, diagnostic.</trimed:etymology>

<trimed:variant></trimed:variant>

<trimed:acronym></trimed:acronym>

<trimed:fullForm></trimed:fullForm>

<trimed:abbreviation></trimed:abbreviation>

<trimed:derivative>diagnostic, diagnostique, diagnostiquer</trimed:derivative>

<trimed:collocation>faire une diagnose, effectuer une diagnose</trimed:collocation>

<trimed:phraseologicalUnit></trimed:phraseologicalUnit>

<trimed:synonym>diagnostic</trimed:synonym>

<trimed:hypernym></trimed:hypernym>

<trimed:hyponym></trimed:hyponym>

<basic:crossReference></basic:crossReference>

<basic:context>Les courbes de temperature (...) ne sont pas

suffisamment typiques pour qu’elles puissent servir a la diagnose</basic:context>

<basic:externalCrossReference>http://stella.atilf.fr/Dendien/

scripts/tlfiv5/advanced.exe?33;s=1437258285;</basic:externalCrossReference>

<basic:source></basic:source>

<trimed:register>specialise</trimed:register>

<trimed:commonName>Diagnose</trimed:commonName>

<trimed:scientificName>Diagnose</trimed:scientificName>

<trimed:mesh>https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D003933</trimed:mesh>

<trimed:snomed>https://browser.ihtsdotools.org/?

perspective=full&amp;conceptId1=439401001&amp;edition=MAIN/

2020−03−09&amp;release=&amp;languages=en</trimed:snomed>
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<trimed:icpc2Code></trimed:icpc2Code>

<trimed:icd10Code></trimed:icd10Code>

</termSec>

</langSec>

<langSec xml:lang=”it”>

<basic:definition>Procedura consistente nell’interpretazione di

segni e sintomi raccolti quali manifestazioni di un processo patologico

in atto o pregresso<basic:definition>

<basic:externalCrossReference>http://www.treccani.it/

enciclopedia/diagnosi %28Dizionario−di−Medicina%29/</basic:externalCrossReference>

<basic:source></basic:source>

<note></note>

<trimed:semicAnalysis>/procedura/ /interpretazione/ /sintomi/ /malattia/</trimed:semicAnalysis>

<termSec>

<term>Diagnosi</term>

<trimed:identifier>TPLT18168</trimed:identifier>

<basic:transaction>origination</basic:transaction>

<basic:responsibility>Student TPLT</basic:responsibility>

<date>2018</date>

<note></note>

<min:partOfSpeech>sostantivo</min:partOfSpeech>

<basic:grammaticalGender>femminile</basic:grammaticalGender>

<trimed:grammaticalNumber>invariabile</trimed:grammaticalNumber>

<trimed:pronunciation>dia−gno−si</trimed:pronunciation>

<trimed:etymology></trimed:etymology>

<trimed:variant></trimed:variant>

<trimed:acronym></trimed:acronym>

<trimed:fullForm></trimed:fullForm>

<trimed:abbreviation></trimed:abbreviation>

<trimed:derivative>diagnosticare, diagnostico, diagnosta</trimed:derivative>
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<trimed:collocation>fare la diagnosi, formulare una diagnosi</trimed:collocation>

<trimed:phraseologicalUnit></trimed:phraseologicalUnit>

<trimed:synonym>anamnesi, prognosi, analisi, accertamento</trimed:synonym>

<trimed:hypernym></trimed:hypernym>

<trimed:hyponym></trimed:hyponym>

<basic:crossReference></basic:crossReference>

<basic:context></basic:context>

<basic:externalCrossReference>https://www.airc.it/cancro/informazioni−tumori/

guida−ai−tumori/tumori−neuroendocrini</basic:externalCrossReference>

<basic:source></basic:source>

<trimed:register>specializzato</trimed:register>

<trimed:commonName>Diagnosi</trimed:commonName>

<trimed:scientificName>Diagnosi</trimed:scientificName>

<trimed:mesh>https://meshb.nlm.nih.gov/record/ui?ui=D003933</trimed:mesh>

<trimed:snomed>https://browser.ihtsdotools.org/?

perspective=full&amp;conceptId1=439401001&amp;edition=MAIN/

2020−03−09&amp;release=&amp;languages=en</trimed:snomed>

<trimed:icpc2Code></trimed:icpc2Code>

<trimed:icd10Code></trimed:icd10Code>

</termSec>

</langSec>

</conceptEntry>

</body>

</text>

</tbx>
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